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Abstract

Human mobility prediction is an important problem which has a large num-

ber of applications, especially in context-aware services. This paper presents a

study on location prediction using smartphone data, in which we address mod-

eling and application aspects. Building personalized location prediction models

from smartphone data remains a technical challenge due to data sparsity, which

comes from the complexity of human behavior and the typically limited amount

of data available for individual users. To address this problem, we propose an

approach based on kernel density estimation, a popular smoothing technique

for sparse data. Our approach contributes to existing work in two ways. First,

our proposed model can estimate the probability that a user will be at a given

location at a specific time in the future, by using both spatial and temporal

information via multiple kernel functions. Second, we also show how our prob-

abilistic framework extends to a more practical task of location prediction for

a time window in the future. Our approach is validated on an everyday life

location datasets consisting of 133 smartphone users. Our method reaches an

accuracy of 84% for the next hour, and an accuracy of 77% for the next three

hours.
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1. Introduction

The advances in mobile sensing and computing have enabled the integration

of machine learning into personal mobile devices. In particular, smartphones

emerge as all-purpose devices with personalized services, where the personal-

ization is based on what the smartphone knows about the user. Smartphones5

can unobtrusively collect data about where a user goes and what they do, and

build a detailed understanding of the user. First, the recorded data can be used

to characterize multiple aspects of the user including demographic information

[1, 2] or personality [3]. Second, clustering methods can be applied to extract

recurrent user contexts such as commonly visited places [4], providing a high10

level representation of context (instead of raw measurements). Finally, along

with extracting and organizing information from the past, the phone can also

learn a behavior model that can predict future activities and venues.

Location prediction can benefit mobile applications and services by letting

the applications adapt to possible movements of the user. This can help a15

mobile device, for instance, to adapt its user interface based on the anticipated

locations that the user will visit during the course of a day. As one example,

it can prefetch and display relevant information related to the predicted target

locations. Note that, for such scenarios, personalization is key as the interest

does not lie in predicting the places that people are likely to visit, but rather20

in anticipating the movements of a single user. Also, since location traces of

users are highly privacy-sensitive, it is not desirable to rely on a solution that

requires location traces to be aggregated to a central data storage. Therefore,

the prediction method has to be such that it relies only on the context history

of a specific user for whom the prediction will be made.25

Previous studies on mobility prediction have usually focused on predicting

the next place where a user goes [5]. However, in practice, the prediction ca-

pability needs to go beyond the anticipated next place of the user, and instead

provide predictions for different look-ahead periods. This is because applica-
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tions might want to provide different kinds of information, depending on how30

imminent the user’s visit to a location will be. For example, an application

may want to prefetch traffic information for the route to a place that the user

is predicted to visit during the next few hours, but for visits farther away in

the future ( during the next 24 hours) other information like a weather forecast

for the target location might be more appropriate. With these requirements in35

mind, we develop a flexible prediction method which can predict user location

for a given timestamp or for different look-ahead time windows.

The mobility prediction problem can be formalized as a contextual predic-

tion problem where the future movements are assumed to depend only on the

user context, which is characterized by space and time in this paper. The as-40

sumption is based on the repetitive nature of human mobility: similar contexts

might imply similar movements in the future. For example, from the mobility

traces of a given user, one might observe that if he is at a given train station

around 8:00 AM on Monday then he will likely be at work around 8:25 AM.

Under a probabilistic framework, the location prediction task consists on esti-45

mating the conditional distribution over the set of future location candidates

for a given specific context, based on mobility history. This can be modeled by

representing the user context as a combination of discrete states (e.g., at place

X at hour Y on day Z), and so the conditional distribution is proportional to

the counts of possible outputs for the considered context. This approach, how-50

ever, suffers from a major issue with discretization: the relationship between

states are lost. For example, if we discretize the time of day into 24 time slots

by hour, then 7:59 AM and 8:00 AM belong to two completely different time

slots, while they are actually very close. We resolve this problem by using ker-

nel density estimation (KDE), a non-parametric approach, for the estimation of55

the conditional probabilities. The idea is to use kernel functions to measure the

similarity between the current context and data points in the location history.

Data points with the highest similarity scores will have significant impact on

the outputs. This approach is advantageous for dealing with sparse data, which

happens when the amount of data is limited or when the user is in an infrequent60
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context.

Our paper makes two major contributions. First, we propose a non-parametric

approach for location prediction based on kernel density estimation, for which

we introduced several kernels to capture different aspects of spatio-temporal con-

text. Our fully probabilistic framework can make predictions for a specific time65

or for a look-ahead time-window without any heuristics. Second, we present a

thorough application-oriented study of location prediction, which considers the

look-ahead time interval as a key aspect. Our analysis is conducted on a real life

datasets with state-of-the-art spatial resolution and longitudinal recording pe-

riod. Our experimental results show how the prediction performance is affected70

by various factors such as the time of the day or the look-ahead time window.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses related work

on mobility prediction in the context of mobile computing and compare our

contributions with respect to the existing literature. Section 3 presents our

prediction frameworks, with formal descriptions of the data representation and75

the prediction task, that is to predict user location at a given time in the future.

Our analysis starts in Section 4, which introduces the location dataset. We

report baseline results in Section 5. The results reveal the contexts for which

the baseline performance is low, and motivates our proposed KDE approach

presented in Section 6, a probabilistic model which uses spatio-temporal context.80

While the proposed method improves the accuracy on difficult settings such as

large look-ahead time, we also found situations in which a simple baseline works

best. Section 7 thus presents our final solution, which is a combination of the

proposed model and a probabilistic version of the baseline method. In Section 8,

we generalize the framework from predictions for a specific time, to predictions85

for a time window, reporting experimental results with information retrieval

measures appropriate for this new task. Finally, Section 9 provides concluding

remarks.
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2. Related Work

Human mobility analysis has become an active research topic thanks to the90

development of location tracking techniques [6, 7]. Song et al. [8] presented a

study on predictability of human mobility by analyzing the entropy of location

traces. The analysis of entropy shows that the limit of predictability is around

93% for hourly sequences of GSM cell IDs, where the average size of a cell’s

area is about 3 km2. Jensen et al. [9] applied the same methodology for analyz-95

ing predictability of discrete time series coming from several sources including

GSM, WLAN, Bluetooth, and accelerometer. Recently, Lin et al. [10] extended

the original work by studying the effect of spatio-temporal scales on predictabil-

ity, showing that predictability increases with spatial scale and decreases with

temporal scale.100

Several prediction methods have been proposed for human mobility in dif-

ferent contexts (i.e., using different devices and sensors) and with different def-

initions of the prediction task. Some notable works are listed in Table 1. In

transportation, Krumm et al. [12] consider the problem of inferring the desti-

nation based on partial paths which could be applied in navigation assistance105

systems. For example, context-aware trip recommendations can be produced

by combining user specific needs (e.g., finding a gas station) with the inferred

primary destination [19]. At a higher level, the prediction task is to infer peo-

ple’s movement among places such as “If the user is currently at home, which

are places that he will visit today?”. However, there are differences on how ex-110

actly the prediction task is defined. In an early analysis with GPS traces of

seven users over several months [5], Ashbrook et al. proposed to extract signifi-

cant places and represent location traces as strings, then use Markov models to

predict the next place that a user will visit. Song et al. [11] investigated vari-

ous prediction methods on symbolic location traces collected with WiFi access115

points of a university campus. A few works have attempted to improve the pre-

diction performance by exploiting other smartphone data beside location, such

as call logs, Bluetooth, and application usage [15]. However it is still challeng-
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Table 1: Notable works on human mobility prediction

Study Prediction task Data type Data collection devices Population and

duration

Markov models [5] next location GPS GPS device 7 users, 3-7 months

String based prediction

[11]

next location WiFi 543 WiFi APs within a

campus

6000 users, 2 years

Predestination [12] trip destination GPS GPS-equipped car 169 subjects, two

weeks

Present/absent probability

[13]

home/away

prediction

GPS smartphones 34 users, 8 weeks

NextPlace [14] future loca-

tion/ stay

duration

Multiple datasets: 1) GPS data from 252 taxis, 23 days;

2) GPS data from 19 smartphone users, 12 days; 3) WiFi

data collected with WiFi APs, 2043 users, 60 days; 4)

WiFi data collected with WiFi APs, 804 users, 370 days

Contextual conditional

model [15]

next location/

stay duration

GPS, Blue-

tooth,

WiFi, Call

logs

smartphone 153 users, 17

months

Mobile Data Challenge [1,

16, 17, 18]

next location rich smart-

phone data

smartphone 80 users, 18 months

This work future location GPS, WiFi smartphone 133 users, 3-18

months

ing to efficiently exploit these additional information for location prediction. In

the next place prediction task of the Mobile Data Challenge 2012 [1], the best120

methods relied only on spatio-temporal information to predict future location

[16, 17, 18]. Closely related to our work, Scellato et al. [14] address the problem

of predicting user location at a given time in the near future (e.g., in several

hours) instead of the next movement as studied in [1, 15]. However, our work

differs from [14] in the following aspects: (1) in addition to learning the time dis-125

tribution for each place, we also exploit the transition patterns between places

by using spatial kernels. (2) We investigate the prediction problem on more

complete and dense data. For example, our data has five times more number

of places per user than the CenceMe dataset [20] and the percentage of staying

time in extracted places is much higher (67% vs. 15%). (3) Instead of using time130
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Place A Place B timePlace C Place B

prediction time t

history of place visits future movements

t +    t

Figure 1: Real-time prediction scenario in which the prediction time t is continuous and the

history of place visits increases over time. The fundamental task is to predict the location at

time t+ ∆t.

series to infer next visiting times of each place then combine predictions with

a heuristic method, we propose a probabilistic method which estimates directly

the conditional probability of a location at a given time. These probabilities

provide generic scores for high-level tasks such as the information retrieval task

of predicting the most likely set of places for a time interval.135

3. Prediction framework

Our framework is built on a high-level representation where location traces

are encoded as a history of place visits, for which we only keep visits of signifi-

cant time periods (e.g., a few minutes) to filter out places that people pass by

but did not actually visit. Ideally, one would define places as physical addresses140

or rooms, which match perfectly the definition of the place in real life. How-

ever, this would require an accurate positioning capability for both indoor and

outdoor that is beyond what current location tracking systems can provide. For

smartphone-based location systems using GPS/WiFi (which are used in this

work), the place extraction can output locations that correspond to regions of145

about 100-meter radius.

Table 2 illustrates how location traces are stored in our data. Formally, the

history is stored as a sequence H = (ti, li)i=1...n, where ti is a timestamp that

indicates when the user arrived at place li, l1 is the first visited location in the

history, and ln is the most recent location of the user (thus it is also the current150

location). The sequence {ti} must be in increasing order and by construction

li−1 6= li for all i. Furthermore, li is a positive integer corresponding to a place
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Table 2: Example of location history.

.

Timestamp (ti) PlaceID (li)

01-01-2012 12:15:03 246 (a restaurant)

01-01-2012 13:35:02 -1 (transition)

01-01-2012 14:12:15 204 (a friend’s place)

01-01-2012 17:13:15 -1

01-01-2012 17:40:13 18 (home)

01-01-2012 20:11:10 -2 (phone off)

01-01-2012 22:17:15 18

02-01-2012 08:15:12 -1

02-01-2012 08:30:12 376 (office)

02-01-2012 12:30:16 275 (another restaurant)

02-01-2012 13:25:56 376

... ...

ID, but it can be negative in some special cases:

� TRANS=-1: the location is unknown or not a significant place. This happens

when the user is on the move (i.e., he briefly passes by many non-significant155

places in the trajectory).

� OFF=-2: the phone or the sensing module are off.

Prediction problem formulation. We are interested in predicting user

location at a specific time in the near future. This can be formalized as follows:

At time t, we want to predict user location at time t + ∆t, given his history of160

place visits up to time t, denoted by Ht. The history of visits Ht can be viewed

as a training dataset from which we can extract repetitive mobility patterns such

as the fact that the user arrives at work around the same time every working

day. The time interval ∆t is the look-ahead time of the prediction, which varies

from 5 minutes to 24 hours in our analysis. Intuitively, predicting the near165

future (for example, the next hour) is easier than predicting user location a

long time ahead (for example, in 3 hours). Figure 1 illustrates the prediction

setting, where blocks represent place visits and the horizontal axis corresponds

to time.

Recall that locations are encoded by abstract place IDs instead of geo-170
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location, so that the set of possible outputs of the prediction algorithm is the

set of place IDs that the user had visited up to the prediction time (including

the TRANS code). Note that the ground truth location may not belong to the

considered output set when people visit new places, but we do not introduce a

special code “new place” since it corresponds to a small fraction of the data.175

Based on our collected location traces, we estimate that the average probability

of being in a new place at a random time within the next 24 hours is p = 0.03.

As a simulation of a real-life scenario in which the application makes pre-

dictions on the fly, we consider the prediction time t to be continuous. For a

single user data, there are multiple training sets which correspond to different180

values of t. Since the training set size increases with t, we could expect that the

predictability of user movements improves over time.

4. Location data

Our experiments were performed on the data from the Lausanne Data Col-

lection Campaign (LDCC) which was ran from October 2009 to the end of March185

2011 in Switzerland [21]. About 180 volunteer users around Lake Léman par-

ticipated in the campaign. LDCC participants were asked to carry Nokia N95

phones with recording software running in the background. Thanks to the dy-

namic sampling technique using a state machine approach, the phone recorded

data continuously on a 24/7 basis with the only restriction of having to charge190

the phone once a day.

Location sensing. The raw location traces were collected by combining

GPS and WiFi readings. Since GPS is a power-hungry sensor, the recording

software only activates GPS (one reading per 10 seconds) when the phone is

detected to be moving. As a complement to GPS data, WiFi readings are made195

to track user location indoors. The recording software estimates the position of

each observed WiFi Access Point (AP) based on GPS readings that are close to

AP reading (time difference of less than 90 seconds).
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Figure 2: Sample of location data from 6 different users. Rows correspond to days. Black

represents missing data, white represents transition state, and other colors correspond to

different places that the user visited. Note that places are user-dependent, and that blue

corresponds to the user’s home.

Extracting the history of place visits. The raw location data points

were transformed into a high level representation based on a two-step process200

proposed by Zheng et al. [22]. The details of our implementation can be found

in our earlier work [23]. In this work, a location trace is first segmented into

transitions and stay points, the minimum time of stay points was set to 10

minutes. Then the set of stay points are clustered into stay regions of 100-meters

radius using a grid clustering algorithm. The set of extracted stay regions are205

used to define places that the user visited. Places are extracted for each user

independently of the data of other users.

Data filtering and Statistics. To investigate the prediction task, we fil-

tered out outliers, these were users whose recorded location traces were very

incomplete due to technical issues. This filtering step is necessary to avoid bi-210

ased estimates of prediction performances. At the end, there were N=133 users
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of recording time and number of distinct places, each circle represents

a single user.

having location traces satisfying three constraints: a) 30% of their days with

location data; b) recording time of at least 90 days; c) a fraction of missing lo-

cation data and transitions of less than 70%. Samples of the data are illustrated

in Figure 2. The recording time of location traces are plotted in Figure 3, which215

shows a correlation between the recording time and the number of places that

people had visited. On average, each user had visited 75.8 places during the

recording period. People were detected to stay 67% of the time, moving 5% of

the time, while the amount of missing data were 28%.

5. How difficult is the prediction task? Baseline performance220

In this section, we establish baseline performance for our prediction task

based on two basic observations from the mobility data. First, while people

usually visit a large number of places in everyday life, their location traces are

dominated by a small number of significant places [23]. This observation leads

to our first baseline model called MostPopular which predicts future location225

based on the popularity of visited places. The second observation is that people

tend to stay some time in each place, instead of continuously jumping from one

place to another. Therefore, a method predicting that the user will be at the

same place, called SamePlace, for the near future will have a high accuracy.

These two methods are described below:230

MostPopular method: This method predicts the future location at time
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t + ∆t to be the most popular place in the observed history regardless of the

context. The most popular place is defined as the place with the largest stay

time up to the prediction time t. Note that the most popular place can vary

over time t (especially at the beginning of the location trace), but it usually235

converges to the home location after a few days of data collection.

SamePlace method: This method predicts the future location at time

t+∆t to be the same place as the location at time t regardless of ∆t. Note that

if the current location is not available (due to missing data) then this method

is unable to predict the future location.240

The evaluation was done as follows. First, we generated a set of prediction

times t for each location trace, one timestamp every 5 minutes. Then for each

∆t of interest, we predict the future location at time t+∆t with several methods.

Finally, the accuracy of a method is the fraction of correct predictions over the

total number of predictions. Figure 4 shows the baseline accuracies of predicting245

user location in the next 3 hours (i.e., ∆t = 3 hours) for each user. Looking at

the overall accuracies in Figure 4(a), we see that the two baseline methods are

competitive, reaching an accuracy of about 0.65. While these baseline results are

relatively high, they are biased by the night periods in which people generally

sleep at home so that the prediction is accurate. The effect of time on prediction250

is clearly highlighted in Figure 4(b,c) which illustrates the prediction accuracy

for daytime (6am-6pm) and night time (6pm-6am) separately. As expected,

the prediction accuracy for night time is very high (around 0.81) even with

very simple methods. For daytime, the baseline accuracy drops to 0.52 with

SamePlace method being more accurate than MostPopular method. While the255

prediction task is much more challenging for daytime, this is the period of the

day in which users are more active and predictions are probably more useful.

Up to now, we only consider a fixed look-ahead time (∆t) of 3-hours. While

the performance of the MostPopular method is not affected by ∆t, the perfor-

mance of SamePlace method depends significantly on this variable. Figure 5260

reports prediction accuracy as a function of ∆t in log-scale, showing that the

probability of being at the same place is very high for small ∆t, and decreases as
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Figure 4: Accuracies of predicting location in the next 3 hours with two baseline methods

(∆t = 3 hours). Each data point corresponds to a user.
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Figure 5: Accuracy of the SamePlace baseline on the LDCC data.

∆t increases from minutes to hours. However, the curve has peaks at multiples

of 24-hours, reflecting the fact that there is a high chance that the user will be

found at the same place at the same time of the following day, the day after, etc.265

The accuracy of SamePlace model for predicting location in the next 24-hours

is 0.54. This observation suggests that the combination of spatial context (cur-

rent place) and temporal context (current time) is relevant for predicting future

locations, even for large ∆t. In the next section, we will show how to exploit

spatial and temporal context in a prediction model based on a combination of270

a naive Bayes assumption and a kernel density estimation method (KDE).

6. Our approach: spatio-temporal probabilistic model

There are several factors that explain why a person is located at a specific

place and a given time, including regular routines (such as home-work), needs

(such as lunch time), and social relations (such as hanging out with friends).275

While these factors are highly personal and cannot be entirely integrated in an

automatic sensing framework, some of them can be captured using smartphone

sensors and statistical methods. We focus on temporal and spatial information

and learn the dependencies between these contextual variables and the future

location of the user. Temporal context captures regular mobility patterns from280
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the weekly calendar, such as being at a particular place at a given time of the day

and day of the week. Furthermore, the spatial information is helpful when we

aim at exploiting the dynamics of movement, such as going to one specific place

after visiting a given place. In the remainder of this section, we first describe

how to incorporate different contextual variables in a single probabilistic model.285

Then we show how hyper parameters are determined using a calibration dataset.

Finally, we evaluate the spatio-temporal model and compare it to the baseline

methods.

6.1. Probabilistic framework

Let c be all contextual information for the prediction of location at time t+290

∆t. Note that the context c depends on the prediction time t and the look-ahead

time ∆t, but we drop the time components to simplify the presentation. To ease

the model, we assume that the context information is represented as a fixed

length vector where cf denotes the f th element. To compute the conditional

probability of a location l given the context c, we use Bayes’ theorem:295

P (l|c) =
P (l)P (c|l)
P (c)

∝ P (l)
∏
f

P (cf |l) (1)

in which the elements of c are assumed to be independent given the future

location l. By this formulation, the conditional probability can be factorized

into P (cf |l), which are probabilities that a specific context occurs when a user

is in place l. Compared to the original conditional probability, the elementary

probability is “easier” to estimate as it involves less random variables. Our300

estimation method which is based on KDE is described below.

The probability P (cf |l) can be estimated from the mobility history by sam-

pling data from visits of place l. Note that cf can be discrete (e.g., the day

of the week) or continuous (e.g., the time of the day) in our framework. One

can use a parametric approach, which assumes that the cf random variable305

follows a certain distribution (such as a Gaussian mixture) whose parameters

need to be estimated from the data. As the sampled dataset evolves from
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“sparse” to “dense” (if the place l is frequently visited), this approach requires

that we adapt the hypothesis distribution to the density of the data: we should

not learn a complex distribution from only a few samples nor to use an over-310

simplified distribution when the data is dense. Kernel density estimation ap-

proach is advantageous in this context, as this non-parametric approach does

not require any hypothesis distribution. Intuitively, for a given independent and

identically distributed sample drawn, KDE estimates the unknown probability

density function by placing a little bump on each training point and summing315

them. The bump is defined by a smoothing kernel, which takes the “distance”

of two data points as input. In this way, the estimated density is high at the

area which is close to many data points, and the density function can have any

shape depending on the data and the kernel. Note that for discrete variable,

we can use the Kronecker delta as a distance measure instead of the Euclidean320

distance which is used for continuous variables.

As discussed above, the training data is generated from the history of place

visits. In practice, we use uniform sampling in which data points are generated

every five minutes. The history of visits is then transformed to a pair of a

contextual matrix C and a corresponding location vector L,

C =


c̄11 .. c̄1F

.. .. ..

c̄m1 .. c̄mF

 ; L =


l̄1

..

l̄m

 , (2)

where m is the number of generated data points (e.g., one data point every

5 minutes), F is the number of extracted contextual information, c̄if denotes

the f th element of the contextual vector computed for the ith data point, and

l̄i denotes the user location corresponding to ith data point. The probability

P (cf |l) can be estimated as follows:

P (cf |l) =
1

J(l)

∑
i∈J(l)

Kf (cf , c̄if ), (3)

where J(l) = {i|l̄i = l} is the set of indices of data points generated from visits

of place l, and Kf (., .) is a kernel defined on pairs of f th contextual variables
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that will be detailed in the next subsections. The size of the C and L matrix

increases linearly over time, meaning that the storage and computational costs325

increase linearly as well. In our experiments, we keep these matrices increasing

continuously, but in practice, we can limit their size by introducing an expiration

date for each data point.

KDE has been used in a previous study for modeling the waiting time dis-

tribution that a given place will be revisited [24], in which Gaussian kernel330

is applied on the temporal variable. Our use of KDE for location prediction is

novel in the sense that we define a global conditional model for all places instead

of considering one model for each place. Furthermore, our kernel method is not

restricted to one random variable, the factorized probabilistic model in Eq. 1

allows the combination of multiple temporal and spatial variables (if available,335

other contextual variables too).

6.2. Temporal and spatial kernels

We investigated a number of temporal and spatial kernels. A large number

of kernels adds computational cost to the system, but it will also add more

flexibility to the model for capturing effectively different mobility patterns. The340

list of kernels used in our work is summarized in Table 3, in which we provide

the associated contextual information, the formulation of the kernel and the

set of kernel parameters. For temporal context, we extract time-of-day, day-

of-week, and weekend/weekday indicators. Note that we introduced several

kernels to efficiently capture multiple aspects of the temporal context. As can345

be seen later in the experimental results, all temporal kernels were useful to

some degree, especially for large ∆t. The spatial context is represented as a

fixed-length location sequence, sampled at different timestamps in the past. In

our implementation, we use L=8 timestamps ranging from 5 minutes to 24 hours

to summarize user movement during the past 24 hours. More specifically, the350

spatial context at time t is the sequence of user locations at t− 5min, t- 15min,

t− 30min, t− 1h, t− 2h, t− 4h, t− 8h, t− 24h, represented by a sequence of 8

place IDs. Note that user location might be unavailable for some timestamps,
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Table 3: List of kernels for various contextual information. The u � v denotes the time

difference between two times of the day u and v. For temporal information, the time unit of

variables u and v is day.

kernel code contextual information cf kernel type parameters

TOD
time-of-day

cf ∈ (00 : 00, 23 : 59)
K(u, v) = N (u � v; 0, σ2) σ ∈ R+

DOW
day-of-week

cf ∈ {1(Mon), ..., 7(Sun)}

K(u, u) = 1− λ,K(u, v) = λ
6

∀v 6= u
λ ∈ (0, 1)

WE
is-weekend

cf ∈ {0(weekday), 1(weekend)}

K(u, u) = 1− λ, K(u, v) = λ

∀v 6= u
λ ∈ (0, 1)

TimeD
time-of-day

cf ∈ (00 : 00, 23 : 59)
K(u, v) =

1− λ if u � v ≤ τ

λ if u � v > τ

λ ∈ (0, 1)

τ ∈ (0, 1)

Place

place IDs at time:

(t− 5m, t− 10m, ..)

cf = (cf 1, ..., cfL) ∈ {placeIDs}L

K(u, v) = 1
Z

∏
j

1
2j
K′(uj , vj)

K′(uj , vj)

1− λ if uj = vj

λ if uj 6= vj

λ ∈ (0, 1)

which is represented by the special code OFF discussed in Section 3.

We used four temporal kernels and one spatial kernel:355

• TOD: a continuous kernel between times of the day, which is defined as

a normal distribution over time-differences between the two timestamps

with zero mean and variance σ2.

• DOW: a discrete kernel between days of the week, parameterized by λ

between 0 and 1.360

• WE: a discrete kernel for day categories (weekend vs. weekday), parame-

terized by λ between 0 and 1.

• TimeD: a discrete kernel for the time difference between two timestamps u

and v, parameterized by τ and λ. The kernel outputs two possible values

depending on whether the time difference exceeds the threshold τ .365

• Place: a discrete kernel between spatial contexts. The kernel between two

location sequences can be factorized as a product of elementary kernels,

computed for each timestamp of the two sequences. The elementary kernel

between places is a discrete kernel parameterized by a single parameter λ.

Note that the normalization constant Z can be omitted in the computation370
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of P (l|c(t,∆t)).

Besides the spatial kernel listed above, we also explored more sophisticated

kernels based on the distances, note however that this kernel can not be applied

to abstract location such as WiFi fingerprint. A straightforward solution is to

define a normal kernel over the geo-distances among places. We also developed375

a finer distance kernel by extracting a feature vector of each place (e.g., average

staying time, visit frequency), and then using a multivariate normal distribution

with diagonal covariance matrix to define the kernel between places. Unfortu-

nately, these spatial kernels were not better than the discrete place kernel above

and did not help to improve the performance of the whole system. For this380

reason, we did not include the results with these spatial kernels in the analysis.

6.3. Kernel bandwidth optimization

Kernel bandwidths are hyper-parameters which define the smoothness of

the estimated density functions. The larger the bandwidth, the smoother the

density curve.385

The set of parameters in Table 3 can be optimized automatically based on

a training dataset. Each parameter is optimized sequentially to maximize the

conditional likelihood on the training set using a heuristic search. Starting with

an empty set of kernels (i.e., only use the prior), we iteratively add one kernel

type and find the best parameters for that kernel on the sample data of a few390

users. Among an exponential number for kernel ordering, we chose to start

with temporal kernels and end with the spatial kernel as in Table 3. At the first

iteration, we optimize the parameter σ of the kernel TOD in the model with

only 1 kernel. At the second iteration, the model has two kernels, TOD and

DOW , while the σ of TOD is fixed, we optimize the parameter λ of DOW . The395

process iterates until the parameter λ of the last kernel (Place) is optimized. The

order of kernel parameters to be optimized can, theoretically, affect the system

since the optimization problem is not convex. Among an exponential number

of possible kernel orders, we did some tests and did not find any significant

changes in the results.400
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We also divide the space of look-ahead time ∆t into multiple intervals, and

then optimize the kernel parameter for each interval separately. The intuition

behind this technique is that the importance of each kernel may vary depending

on ∆t. For example, spatial information can be important for predicting the

next hour, but it is not very helpful for predicting location in 10 hours. We405

implement this technique with 3 time intervals for ∆t: from 0 to 1 hour, from

1 to 3 hours, and more than 3 hours.

6.4. Evaluation of Spatio-Temporal model

In this section, we first study the contribution of each kernel to the overall

accuracy of our model, and then we compare the method with the baseline410

results. To make the results generalizable, we always perform cross testing. In

other words, to evaluate the prediction performance on a given user, we always

use the set of parameters optimized on a training set that does not include that

user. In general, the training data contains only 3 or 4 users, which is enough to

find a good set of parameters. A few experiments with larger number of users415

show that the performance is not improved significantly.

Starting with a model with the TOD kernel only, we sequentially add more

kernels to the model and study how the accuracy is improved. Figure 6 shows

the performance of our method with an increasing number of kernels. As can be

seen, the combination of the two kernels TOD and DOW results in a competitive420

performance for predicting the next 3 hours compared to the model that uses all

four of the temporal kernels. For larger ∆t, the WE and TimeDiscrete kernels

are found to be useful in improving prediction accuracy.

A considerable improvement can be observed after adding spatial informa-

tion to the model, especially for the prediction of the next few hours. For425

example, the accuracy of predicting location in 1 hour increases from 0.72 to

0.83 by adding the Place kernel.

Besides the two simplistic baseline versions, namely MostPopular and Same-

Place, we also compare our proposed method with spatial-temporal Markov

model [11], called MarkovCDF, which is considered to be among the most accu-430
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Figure 6: Accuracy of the spatio-temporal model with increasing number of kernels. The

legend should be read as accumulated. Blue corresponds to the model with the TOD kernel

only. Dark red corresponds to the model with all the five kernels.

rate prediction methods for this class of prediction problems [14]. The method

sequentially predicts the next destination and the arrival time by combining the

transition probability between places and the distribution of visit and transition

durations. The result of a 3rd order model is slightly worse than the 2nd order

model, we only report the results of the 1st and 2nd order Markov model, noted435

MarkovCDF(1) and MarkovCDF(2) respectively.

Figure 7 shows comparative results of our kernel method, called Spatio-

Temporal, and the baseline methods. The Temporal method corresponds to

our method with only temporal kernels. As can be seen, both the Temporal

and the Spatio-Temporal models significantly outperform both the simplistic440

baseline MostPopular and the more sophisticated baseline MarkovCDF, for all

look-ahead time ∆t. These results can be explained by two key advantages

of the proposed method over the MarkovCDF. First, while the MarkovCDF

method only uses the history data points with the exact match of current con-

text, our method defines soft-matching scores between context vectors via kernel445

function, allowing us to exploit the historical data more efficiently. Second, the

MarkovCDF needs to sequentially fill the location trace from t to t + ∆t by

predicting next location and arrival time. In this greedy approach, a single

prediction error will be propagated to subsequent predictions. Our approach

instead provides a direct estimate of the conditional probability of a location at450
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Figure 7: Comparing kernel-based models with baselines on the WiFi dataset. The Tem-

poral curve corresponds to the model that includes the kernels on temporal information

(TOD,DOW,WE,TimeDiscrete). The spatio-temporal model corresponds to the model with

kernels on all computed features.

time t+ ∆t, thus avoiding the propagation of errors in greedy methods [11, 14].

Finally, we see that the performance of the spatio-temporal option is gener-

ally better than the one of SamePlace method. However, the SamePlace method

is still better than the Spatio-Temporal model for the look-ahead time of less

than 1 hour. This reflects the fact that our model does not completely cap-455

ture the same place probability distribution. This observation suggests that we

could improve the spatio-temporal model by combining it with the SamePlace

method.

7. Combining Spatio-Temporal Model with SamePlace model

To combine SamePlace with our kernel method, we first introduce a proba-

bilistic model for the SamePlace method, then employ a convex combination of

probabilities as follows:

P (l|c, t,∆t) = αt,∆tPst(l|c) + (1− αt,∆t)Psp(l|t,∆t), (4)

where Pst(.) is the probability estimated by the Spatio-Temporal model and460

Psp(l|t,∆t) is the probability given by the probabilistic SamePlace model which

we will detail in the next paragraph. By combining the Spatio-Temporal model
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with the SamePlace model, we expect the two models to complement each other

in different situations. Importantly, the convex combination of two distributions

results in a probabilistic distribution without any additional adaptation. The465

model remains in a probabilistic framework.

7.1. Probabilistic SamePlace model

Our goal is to model the probability that the user will be at the same place

for a given ∆t: Psp(l|t,∆t) , P (l(t+∆t) = l(t)) where l(t) denotes the location

at time t. Without any contextual information, this probability coincides with

the curve in Figure 5 if there is no missing data. However, the probability of

being at the same place after ∆t depends on many factors. We implemented

a simple method which uses the time of day as a conditional variable. The

intuition is that the probability of being at the same place after e.g., 3 hours

would be high for night timeslots (e.g., 3am) while it would be low for the early

morning (e.g. 7am). At the end, for each hour of the day h and each ∆t, we

have an estimate of p̂(h,∆t) for the probability of being at the same place after

a time interval ∆t given the current hour h. Finally, the probability of being at

a place l at time t + ∆t with the probabilistic same-place model is defined as

follows:

Psp(l|t,∆t) =


p̂(h(t),∆t) if l = l(t) and l(t) 6= OFF

1−p̂(h(t),∆t)
M−1 if l 6= l(t) and l(t) 6= OFF

1
M if l(t) 6= OFF,

(5)

where h(t) is the hour at the prediction time t, M is the number of visited places

in the past, and OFF=-2 is the special code for missing data.

The probabilistic same-place model can be learned for each individual or for470

a population. In our implementation, we use data from all users to estimate

a general model for the LDCC population. This general model performs well

in aggregate, but can be inaccurate for outliers (e.g., a person that works a

night shift). We leave as future work the implementation of a personalized

probabilistic same-place model.475
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Figure 8: Overall accuracies of the combined model Spatio-Temporal*, compared to the Same-

Place baseline and the Spatio-Temporal model.

For the combination weight in Eq. (4), we also found that the optimal value

for α varies in function of the time of day and ∆t. To maximize the performance

of the combination model, we optimize αt,∆t for each combination of time of

day and ∆t. The time of the day was divided uniformly into 12 intervals, and

the duration of ∆t is divided into 4 intervals: 0-30 minutes, 30 minutes - 1 hour,480

1 - 2 hours, and more than 2 hours. Similarly to kernel parameters, the values

of α for each case is optimized on the training data.

7.2. Combination results

Figure 8 shows the results obtained with the proposed combined model,

noted as Spatio-Temporal*. As can be seen, the combined model improves485

the accuracies of Spatio-Temporal models for ∆t less than 1 hour, and slightly

outperforms the SamePlace baseline in term of accuracies. It is also interesting

to see that combined method provides some improvements for ∆t larger than

1 hour, although the difference is small. This is not a surprise since the same-

place probability is relatively low for ∆t > 3h, and so becomes less useful for490

the prediction of future location.
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Figure 9: Comparison of prediction accuracy of prediction methods at two periods of the day:

6am-6pm (daytime), 6pm-6am (nighttime), and various look-ahead times ∆t.

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of the prediction time on the accuracies of

the prediction methods. As human mobility is highly predictable for the night

period, we have good accuracies even with baseline methods that do not ex-

ploit any contextual information (also see Figure 4). The prediction accura-495

cies for night periods can be improved by exploiting contextual information (in

the spatio-temporal and combined models). However, these improvements are

modest compared to the larger improvements obtained for daytime prediction,

in which human mobility is more complex.

Considering location prediction in the next three hours, we see that the500

accuracies of the baseline SamePlace model is very high (for daytime prediction

the accuracy is 0.74), and the prediction accuracies cannot be improved much

by the contextual model. Any improvement in accuracies probably comes from

the low fraction of time in which people move within three hours. These periods,

however, are interesting from an applicative view point. When ∆t increases, the505

differences between the combined model and the SamePlace baseline are more

significant since the performance of this baseline degrades quickly. Our methods

perform better than baseline methods in many situations.

The comparative analysis in this section shows that our methods perform

better overall, in many situations, than the baseline methods. While the Same-510

Place model can be very accurate, the prediction is not interesting in practice.

This finding indicates that the accuracy measure is not enough for the evalua-

tion of predictors. In the next section, we consider a more applicative prediction
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task with an alternative evaluation measure.

8. Predicting the most likely set of places for a time interval515

In many practical applications, such as, contextual reminders or recommen-

dations, more than knowing one exact place that will be visited, it might be

important to know what set of places will be visited in a given time slot. In

practice, we visit places using that strategy, e.g., going downtown in the after-

noon might imply visiting shops, cafes, offices, with no predetermined or just520

an approximate order. We explore this task here.

8.1. Prediction task and evaluation measures

In the previous sections, we studied the task of predicting a unique user

location at a given time in the future. This task can be generalized to the case

of predicting several places that a user will visit within a time interval in the525

near future. The task is formalized as follows: At time t, predict the list of

places that the user will visit in the time interval (t + ∆t1, t + ∆t2) given the

history of place visits up to time t. This task can be viewed as an information

retrieval task if we consider the current context as the query, the list of places

as documents, and the list of places that will be visited as relevant documents530

[25]. The predictor gives a score for each place, which is used to rank the set of

places. We use standard information retrieval measures to evaluate the sorted

list of places produced by the predictor. Let N be the number of places in the

response; the evaluation measures are computed as follows:

• precision at N: the fraction of the top-N places that are actually visited535

in the time interval (t+ ∆t1, t+ ∆t2).

• recall at N: the fraction of visited places that belong to the list of top-N

places in the response.

• F-score at N: the harmonic mean of precision at N and recall at N:

F = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall
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8.2. Adapting predictors to the new task

Our proposed model can be easily adapted to perform this task by aggregat-

ing prediction results from multiple predictions with various ∆t ∈ (∆t1,∆t2).

We define

score(l|t,∆t1,∆t2) =
∑

∆t∈(∆t1,∆t2)

P (l|t,∆t) , (6)

where score(l|t,∆t1,∆t2) is the score defining how likely the place l is to be540

visited during the time interval (t+ ∆t1, t+ ∆t2). The list of most likely places

can be obtained by ordering the scores in descending order. Note that in the

above formula, we use the sum as the aggregation operator but other aggregation

operators can also be appropriate depending on the application. For example,

if the chronological order is critical then we can consider a weighted sum of545

probabilities where the weight is inversely proportional to ∆t.

Similarly, we can adapt the MostPopular baseline model for this prediction

task by using as probability of a given place the popularity (in term of total

stay time) of that place in the history of visits. Since the output of this model

is invariant with respect to ∆t, there is no need to use the aggregation operator.550

MostPopular is the only baseline method that we study for this task since the

SamePlace method and the MarkovCDF methods are not suitable (they do not

output scores over the list of places).

8.3. Experimental setting

To focus on a realistic application, we evaluate the prediction results on555

daytime predictions. Two settings of the time interval were used; the first one

is to make a prediction for the next 3 hours (∆t1 = 0,∆t2 = 3h), and the

second setting is to make a prediction for the time interval from 3 to 6 hours

(∆t1 = 3,∆t2 = 6h). There are four possible predictions per day, uniformly

distributed from 8:00 to 17:00 (that is, one prediction every 3 hours). In the560

case of large proportion of missing data (higher than 30%) in the prediction

time interval (t + ∆t1, t + ∆t2), the predicted results are not included in the

evaluation due to incompleteness of ground truth.
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Figure 10: Precision, recall, and F-score values for predicting the set of N most likely locations

for the next 3 hours.

8.4. Results on prediction location for a time interval

Figure 10 shows experimental results for the task of predicting user location565

for the next 3 hours (that is, ∆t1 = 0 and ∆t2 = 3h). Recall that we consider

four daily prediction times (at 8:00, 11:00, 14:00, and 17:00), which correspond

to the four prediction time intervals: 8:00-11:00, 11:00-14:00, 14:00-17:00, and

17:00-20:00. Two models are compared: the non-contextual approach with the

MostPopular model (Section 5), and the contextual approach with the Spatio-570

Temporal* model from Section 7. We compare the performance of the two

models by using the three aforementioned evaluation measures with N ranging

from 1 to 10. As can be seen, the Spatio-Temporal* model systematically out-

performs the baseline model for all evaluation measures and all values of N . As

people generally do not visit too many places within 3 hours, the precision value575

drops quickly as N increases. The improvement over the baseline results is also

larger for small values of N . For example, the absolute improvements in top-1,

top-3, and top-5 F-score are 0.23, 0.04, and 0.03 respectively.

To study the effect of look-ahead time in the performance, we shift the

prediction time interval by 3 hours (∆t1 = 3h,∆t2 = 6h). Results are shown in580

Figure 11. Note that the 4 daily prediction time intervals become: 11:00-14:00,

14:00-17:00, 17:00-20:00, and 20:00-23:00. The final results with the second
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Figure 11: Precision, recall, and F-score values for predicting the set of N most likely locations

for the time window from 3 to 6 hours in the future.

setting follow similar trends that were observed in the first setting, but the

absolute values of precision, recall, and F-score are lower. On one hand, the

prediction is more difficult because the look-ahead time is increased. On the585

other hand, the prediction time intervals are shifted towards the evening period,

where the human mobility is more predictable. Note also that these two effects

reduce the improvement of the Spatio-Temporal* model over the baseline in

term of accuracy (see Figure 9), which explains why the improvement in this

setting is lower than in the first setting (i.e., predicting the next 3 hours).590

It is also relevant to study the prediction performance on different times

of the day. We report these results in Figure 12. In term of F-score, the

predictability is highest at 14:00 (best F-score=0.72 for N=1) and lowest at

17:00 (best F-score = 0.66 for N=3) and 11:00 (best F-score = 0.67 for N=2).

This reflects the fact that people usually stay in the same place between 14:00595

and 17:00 (e.g., working in an office), so that the response for a single place

gets the best F-score. At lunch time 11:00-14:00, the best result is obtained for

N=2 since people usually go out for lunch, then come back; however, it is not

easy to predict exactly where user will go among multiple places. Predictions at

8:00 in the morning (best F-score=0.7, N=3) are generally more accurate than600

predictions at 17:00 (best F-score=0.66, N=3). While the two prediction time
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(a) prediction at 8:00
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(b) prediction at 11:00
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(c) prediction at 14:00
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(d) prediction at 17:00

Figure 12: Precision and recall value for predicting the set of N most likely locations for the

next 3 hours at different time of the day.

intervals correspond to commuting transition periods, the morning transition

is more predictable than the late-afternoon transition since people can go to

different places (e.g., shopping, bars) before returning home. We also observe

that the improvement of contextual prediction over non-contextual prediction605

is highly correlated with the predictability. The contextual information is most

helpful for the difficult prediction time interval starting at 11:00.

Finally, we show how predictability varies among users. The scatter plot

of top-3 F-scores is presented in Figure 13 which shows that the prediction

performance is improved with the Spatio-Temporal* model for most users (above610

the 45◦ line). Moreover, the improvement is large for users having low F-score

with the baseline method. Importantly, the variance in performance for the

combined method is smaller than the one for the baseline. Finally, the F-scores
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Figure 13: Top-3 F-scores of the prediction of user location in the next 3 hours with Most-

Popular model and Spatio-Temporal* model. Each circle corresponds to a user in the LDCC

data.

seem to follow the normal distribution with mean 0.62 and standard deviation

0.04.615

9. Conclusion

We explored the location prediction problem with a new angle by redefining

the prediction task. We proposed a probabilistic kernel method for learning the

dependency between user location and multivariate contextual variables from

sparse data. This is the first study, to our knowledge, that uses the kernel den-620

sity estimation on multiple temporal and spatial variables for location predic-

tion. To improve the prediction performance, we combined the spatio-temporal

model with a baseline model, resulting in a robust probabilistic model which

outperforms baseline methods in different situations. Our experiments showed

promising results for practical applications of the prediction method, with 84%625

accuracy for the location prediction of the next hour, and 77% accuracy for

the next three hours. For the tasks of inferring the most likely set of places

for a given interval, our method reaches an accuracy of 93% with N=5 location

candidates.

A preliminary version of the method has been implemented on the phone and630

we did not have any major practical issues. Kernel bandwidths are estimated
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once, offline, and no more parameter estimation is required since the method

is non-parametric. This is an advantage compared to the parametric approach

where model parameters need to be updated regularly as the train dataset grows.

One limitation of the model is that the required memory and computational635

resources grows linearly with time. In practice, we can define an upper bound

on the size of the data where old data points (e.g., less than 3 months) are

automatically removed. Other strategies of data elimination which consider the

redundancy are also interesting, we will leave this direction for further studies.

As future work, we are interested in the modeling of trajectory which can640

improve the prediction performance when a user is on the move. Another di-

rection is to integrate social context to the prediction algorithm by using social

sensors and/or considering collaborative prediction tasks for multiple users.
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